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COAST – Sunderland 

Annual Review March 2020

Introduction

This report is a formal review of the Coast project during 2019, It covers the period April 2019 to 
March 2020 inclusive, and is the mechanism by which the project reports annually to the steering 
group, partners and wider community on targets to protect and improve the conservation status of 
coastal habitats and species of international importance. 

Background

Over 3,300 new houses will be built in south Sunderland over the next 10 years; known collectively 
as the South Sunderland Growth Area (SSGA). This equates to an approximate increase in 
Sunderland’s population by 5.3%. A Habitats Regulations Assessment (Appropriate Assessment) 
concluded there would be significant impacts, primarily through recreational use, on the interest 
features of the Northumbria Coast Special Protection Area (SPA) and Durham Coast Special Area of 
Conservation (SAC); the designated European Sites at the coast. Mitigation measures devised to 
protect the European Sites focus on the creation of areas of Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspace 
(SANG) and Strategic Access Management Measures (SAMM). The SAMM include a Coast Officer, 
promotion of alternative coastal locations, beach watch, managed walk routes, public space 
protection orders and by-laws.

The appointment of Officer Ian Graham has provided the focus for coordinating delivery of onsite 
improvements, monitoring and engagement. The COAST – Sunderland project and Ian’s work are 
centred on the south Sunderland coastline and SSGA; however, looking ahead, this Service is likely to 
increase in terms of personnel and location as other (residential) developments come forward in 
Sunderland and neighbouring Local Authority areas. 

Appendix 1 shows the location of the European Sites and SSGA.

Objectives and Required Outcomes

The list below summarises the current objectives and outcomes expected from the project. They 
inform the priorities and work programme for the Officer, aid review and refinement of delivery and 
are a measure of the success of the project in fulfilling planning, legal, financial and conservation 
obligations.  

 Coast Steering Group; with supportive, directive, monitoring and reporting functions.

 Monitor key species and habitats, and human activity; analyse data and review habitat and 
access creation and management measures.

 Rationalise, develop and promote appropriate access to the coast; control and reduce access 
to designated sites.

 Site management; includes monitoring of design and maintenance of SANG.
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 Interpretation, participation and promotion; engage through digital and social media, hard 
copy and signage, and events, education and volunteer programmes. 

 Prepare and implement by-laws and Public Spaces Protection Orders.

Finance

Funding for COAST – Sunderland comes through Section 106 planning delivery contributions secured 
against each phase of housing development in the SSGA, as they are built out. Contributions for 
SAMM, which include an Officer, equate to approximately £1703.00 per dwelling. There is a £20,000 
annual implementation budget attached to the current post.

The table below is a summary of expenditure between April 2019 and March 2020 inclusive.

Expenditure Costs
Salaries and on costs £33,442.56
Management Fee £2,327.00
Operational Budget £20,000.00
Total Expenditure £55,769.56

 
Appendix 2 provides a breakdown of operational expenditure for the project during 2019/20. 

The approx. account balance at the close of 2019/20 is £ 13,308.03.  It is expected that further 
Section 106 contributions will be secured during 2020/21.  The financial forecast currently shows 
provision for approximately 5 years.

Delivery Programme 2019/20

The delivery programme for 2019/2020 was led by Ian Graham, and focused on practical 
improvements along the coast, monitoring birds and people, community engagement and events. It 
is summarised below, with a more detailed breakdown of projects and activities in Appendix 3 and 
images from specific activities in Appendix 8. 

Surveys completed during 2019/20

1. Wading bird surveys from Hendon to Seaham, including the Port of Sunderland.
2. Visitor surveys from Hendon to Seaham Beach.
3. Reptile surveys from Hendon to Ryhope.
4. Phase 1 Habitat Survey of Hendon Promenade area.
5. Butterfly survey from Hendon Sidings to Ryhope Denemouth. 
6. Capturing Our Coast - seaweed survey of Ryhope Village Beach low and mid shore line.
7. Invasive species survey Hendon to Ryhope Denemouth.
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Non-breeding bird surveys

Winter 2019/2020

Whittingham Ecology were commissioned by Sunderland, South Tyneside and Durham County 
Council to carry out wintering bird surveys of the SPA from the Tyne down to Blackhall Rocks to gain 
further insight into the species assemblage and location. Ian Graham assisted Whittingham Ecology 
on some of the surveys.  Result so far are very similar to previous years, with low numbers of PS but 
more than previous years and good numbers of TT in and around South Sunderland. Surveys will be 
complete in March/April with final report April 2020. Golden Plover have been recorded using 
Halliwell Banks.

Disturbance events were scarce, primarily it seems due to the inaccessibility of the Port of 
Sunderland and shore along much of the Hendon to Ryhope coastline. Large numbers of Turnstone 
are easily viewed either in the promenade car park or on wet pooling areas on the cliff top. 

No birds have been recorded on the beach at Seaham Hall due to the high number of people, 
beachcombers and dog walkers.

In the table below the figures in red are high tide roosts found in the Port of Sunderland. 

PS = Purple Sandpiper, TT = Turnstone, DN = Dunlin, KN = Knot, SS = Sanderling, CU = Curlew, 

OC = Oystercatcher, RK = Redshank, GP = Golden Plover, L = Lapwing, RP = Ringed Plover

Date PS TT GP OC CU RS RP SS
27/09/2019 14 6 8 10
25/10/2019 25 4 2
31/10/2019 4 59 161 1 6
17/11/2019 1 40 57 78
02/12/2019 5 30 4 2 2
16/12/2019 10 36 48 21 1
21/01/2020 3 8 135 1 214
31/01/2020 3 33 80 60 2
04/02/2020 7 16

14/02/2020 6 20 12 28 2 4 2 60
Total 39 281 92 499 18 337 4 61
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Winter 2018/2019

Ian carried out winter bird surveys following previous accepted methodology, numbers of Purple 
Sandpipers (PS) were low and Turnstone (TT) average compared to previous year’s survey work. 
Oystercatcher and Curlew were in good numbers across the survey area. The disturbance events 
were low due to inaccessibility of some of the survey area. Where disturbance took place, it was 
related to dogs off the lead, walkers and fishermen. The table below shows the total number of birds 
recorded per survey across the survey area.

Date PS TT DN KN SS CU OC RK
10/09/2018  4    35 51 6
27/09/2018  14 1   8 6 10
19/10/2018 2     24 41  
23/11/2018 2 4    11 10  
08/01/2019 2 10     8 6
16/01/2019  8     20 4
12/02/2019 1 15     16 2
22/02/2019 2 14     20 4
15/03/2019  20     6 4

         

Total 9 89 1   78 178 36
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Winter 2017/18

In 2017/2018 Ian Graham completed 12 winter bird surveys between October and February 
inclusive. The surveys followed the methodology used in the 2014/15 and 2015/16 wintering bird 
surveys carried out by Arcus Ecology and BSG respectively. The 2017/18 surveys were however 
restricted to the section of coastline between the River Wear and Ryhope Denemouth (Count Sector 
Areas 16 to 21/22 inclusive). The surveys were undertaken at high and low tide states and included 
recording of disturbance events. The table below shows the total number of birds recorded per 
survey across the survey area.

Date PS TT KN SS L RK OC CU
06/10/2017       10  
20/10/2017  1       
25/10/2017 3 36     6 1
26/10/2017 3 6       
26/10/2017  30 30 40 50 50 30  
06/11/2017      4   
06/11/2017       7  
13/11/2017 1 8    35 60 10
15/11/2017 4 9 4    1  
20/11/2017  1 3   3 40  
29/11/2017  28      1
08/12/2017       32  
22/12/2017 2 2       
16/01/2018       10  
20/01/2018       19  
07/03/2018 4 46      1
16/03/2018         
19/03/2018  50       
19/03/2018 8 4       

         
Total 25 221 37 40 50 92 215 13
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Summary of Results – total number of birds

 PS TT DN KN SS CU OC RK GP L RP
2017/2018 25 221  37 40 13 215 92  50  
2018/2019 9 89 1   78 178 36    
2019/2020 39 281 18 499 337 92 4

Breeding bird surveys  

The project conducted a series of coastal walks over the spring and summer and during this time 
counted and recorded nesting sites of both Fulmar (amber listed) and Sand martin (green listed). 
Four nesting pairs of Fulmar were observed and approx. 120 pairs of Sand martins were reported 
May and June utilising the cliffs between Hendon and Ryhope. Due to cliff face movement and 
collapse the Sand martin colony had moved to a different location.

Visitor surveys

Ian Graham has been conducting visitor surveys from September to March inclusive for the last 
three years; trying to understand where people come from and why they visit the coast. Over this 
three year period the results do not differ greatly year on year with most people visiting from the 
local area, driving to the coast, walking their dog and allowing them to run off the lead. 

Although not part of the survey questionnaire, when asked, not one person was aware of the coastal 
designations and protected nature of the coastline. 
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Summarised Visitor Survey Results 2019/2020
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Summarised Visitor Survey Results from 2018/2019
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Butterfly survey 

A butterfly transect was established in 2017 in conjunction with Butterfly Conservation, the transect 
covered Hendon Sidings to Ryhope Denemouth and followed recognised guidelines for butterfly 
surveys. In 2019 a total no. of 20 butterfly species were recorded, while in 2018 there was 16 and in 
2017 there were 14 species of butterfly, including Dingy Skipper and White-Letter-Hairstreak. 

Reptile surveys 

The reptile transects were established as part of the Revealing Reptile Project and were conducted 
at the same time as the butterfly transects. The approach and methodology were in line with 
recognised guidelines and those promoted as part of the Revealing Reptile project. Unfortunately, 
no reptiles have been recorded to date.  

Education

As part of the COAST project one of the key outputs is to engage and provide an education 
programme for the public. The project has worked with 3 schools and 70 pupils

Valley Road School, Hendon

The project worked with the ‘Friday Feeling Group’ which included 12 children, visiting both Hendon 
and Ryhope beaches. Learning about the wintering birds and their habitat, marine litter, water 
safety and safety when on the beach. This group of children also help with the replacement of an old 
neglected seat and with two new seats.  The artist, Colin Wilbourn carried out workshops with the 
children which included etchings of coastal wildlife in clay, these were then incorporated in to the 
seats. The art work/seat was created using pile driven steel which has been used extensively around 
the promenade area. The artwork was commissioned to help raise awareness of the Project. 

St Paul’s School, Ryhope

Miss A. Wadge and her Year 4 class from St Paul’s have worked successfully with the COAST project 
to grow Rock rose plants from seed. The children then planted out the seedlings at the coast to 
enhance the European designations as well as provide food plants to support the iconic Durham 
Brown Argus butterfly in the hope that they will return to this area. The children will be monitoring 
the plants during 2020.

Ryhope Infant School, Ryhope

Ian Graham visited the school to educate the children about the Project. Ian then went on to work 
with year 4 and covered the importance of their coast and the species that are dependent upon it 
and their vulnerability to recreational pressures and climate change. The children developed songs 
and shanties to demonstrate what they had learnt about their coastline and species that live there.

School Photography Competition 

The Coast Project ran a school photography competition open to all primary schools in the 
catchment area. The theme of the competition was Capturing our Coast and images were to be 
coastal, landscape or species associated with the coast. All schools were invited to encourage their 
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pupils to enter the competition, with details, rules and prize money. A good number of entries were 
submitted and scrutinised by the COAST Officer and the Ecology Team. Three photos were picked for 
1st, 2nd & 3rd with two special entries for unrelated photos, all prize money was paid direct to the 
child’s school, for the discretion of the head teacher.

Public Engagement and Events

The COAST Officer organised a varied events programme to engage with the local community and 
local organisations. The total number of events in 2019/20 was 13 with over 104 people 
participating in them.

Date Area 
How many People 
attended

02 February 2019 Litter pick Ryhope Village Dene 6 + David Alan
03 March 2019 Hendon Prom to Ryhope circular walk 10 

07 April 2019
Ryhope old railway line to Seaton to Seaham to Ryhope 
walk 13 

10 April 2019 Hendon beach & promenade litter pick 20 
11 May 2019 Hendon Promenade and Cliff tops bird walk 8 
1 to 7 June 2019 EDF Energy booked for 7th July 10 
08 June 2019 Ryhope CA & Ryhope Village Beach Rock pooling Cancelled
22 June 2019 Hendon Promenade and Cliff tops Wild flower walk 12 
07 July 2019 Hendon Promenade and Cliff tops Big butterfly count 9 
20 July 2019 Hendon family Fun Day 500

3 & 4 August 2019
Hendon Grange & Ryhope Denemouth Big watch 
weekend

30 people called in to ask 
what we were doing.

15 September 
2019 Ryhope Community Spirit Event 300
21 September 
2019 Ryhope Village Beach Clean 10 
21 September 
2019

Ryhope Village Dene Nocturnal Walk 6  
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Appendix 1 – Location Drawing 
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Appendix 2 – Coast Ranger Delivery Programme 2019/20 – Summary 

Activity Action

Habitat 
Management

Commissioned contractor to take a hay cut from all a proposed Local 
Wildlife Site (LWS) at Hendon; all arisings bailed and removed from site. 

Commissioned contractor to cut and rake the scrub and grass from the 
Magnesian Limestone grassland at Ryhope Denemouth LWS.

In talks with neighbouring partners to see if we can close the gaps in Rock-
rose on the coastline between Castle Eden Dene and Sunderland. 

SAC works: - negotiating with Savills who act on behalf of Church 
Commissioners to request permission to carry out some management work 
along a section of the SAC, awaiting a response

Fly Tipping Hendon Improvement Scheme.

Following several fly tips, we are in liaising with Savills / Church 
Commissioners to have a new barrier and large number of rocks placed to 
stop vehicles gaining access to an area of Hendon. A great deal of time and 
effort has been put in to try and stop vehicles gaining access to Church 
Commissioner owned land.

Surveys Coast Project continues to use the app set up by Paul Stevens from ERIC NE 
allowing both bird and visitor survey data to be recorded and sent direct to 
ERIC and mapped for internal use. The App can be used on mobile phones 
or the departments tablet. 

Walked the England Coast Path surveying the SAC habitat, which is not in 
favourable condition with some areas disappearing altogether. Some of the 
grassland habitat is now invaded by nutrient rich plants.

From the visitor surveys concerns were raised about the amount of dog 
fouling in the COAST area. Time has been spent talking to dog owners and 
giving out poo bags.

Following a meeting with Jane Delany & Heather Sugden from Newcastle 
University & Capturing our Coast Project. A full survey of marine 
invertebrates was completed along the Coastline between South Tyneside 
and the Durham Coastline and the survey showed no lack of feed matter for 
winter wading birds. 

Community 
Engagement

Continue to work with Mick Hume a peer support staff from Aldervale Unit 
(formally known as Cherry Knowles Hospital), the staff and clients visit the 
COAST Project area on regular intervals to carry out litter picks in and 
around the Hendon area.

Worked with Blue Watch Youth Club 12 Young People and 2 youth workers, 
in Ryhope conducting litter picks down in Ryhope Village Dene. The litter 
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picked items are taken back to Blue Watch where it is sorted into recyclable 
and non-recyclable items. 

Five members of staff from Northumbrian Water came out to Ryhope 
Village Dene Beach to carry out a beach clean and surveys. Results 
submitted to Marine Conservation Society.  

Low Fell Cub and Scout group visited Ryhope Village Beach 20 children and 
6 leaders and parents carried out a litter pick, all children and parents 
enjoyed the visit and agreed to return in the new year.

Attended community events in both Hendon and Ryhope promoting the 
COAST Project. Also attended a debrief session following the events.

Attended a meeting with the sailing fraternity that use the marina and 
stretches up the River Wear to promote the project.

Continue to attend Ryhope Community Connectors and CVS monthly 
meetings.    

Attended meetings with Rev David Chadwick from St Paul’s Church Ryhope 
regarding off road vehicles and fly tipping on Church land. Rev Chadwick 
requested a meeting with the Archdeacon of Sunderland and Alex from 
Savills, also in attendance was the police, Ward Councillors and 
environmental enforcement officer.

Appendix 3 – Coast Ranger Work Programme 2019/20 Coast Project Ranger Work Programme

Action Start Date Completion 
Date

1. Complete reptile, butterfly and bird survey Hendon to 
Ryhope Denemouth for 2019

October 2019 March 2020

2. Start winter bird surveys / disturbance surveys, running 
from October to March

October 2019 March 2020

3. Start visitor surveys to run continuously October 2019 March 2020

4. Organise the Spring Summer Events programme for 2020 January 2019 April 2019

5. Web site and Social Media monitoring All year Weekly On-going

6. Contact contractor to take hay cut from Hendon August 2019 September 
2019
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7. Contact contractor to continue with the scrub removal at 
Ryhope Denemouth

October 2019 November 
2019

8. Continue work started with St Paul’s School in Ryhope on 
the Rock Rose Project.

October 2019 On-going

9. Organise Launch of Seat September 2019 Completed

10. Monitor Fly Tipping in SSGA and Coastal Footpath. 
Working with both the Church Commissioners Agent and 
Sustrans to have any areas cleared. Work with Land 
Owners to stop 4X4 vehicles gaining access to cliff top 
fields and denes.

Weekly On-going

11. Use project camera to take images for Face Book and 
Website.

All year On-going

12. Collect Rock Rose seeds before contractor cuts Ryhope 
Denemouth grassland

September October 
2019

13. Work with Steven Dobbing from Barret Homes regarding 
SANG interpretation

August 2019 March 2020

14. Run a photography competition, photos for a Coast 
Project calendar    

October 2019 December 
2020

15. Get George Vardy to supply a JCB to move large boulders 
to stop vehicles getting access to cliff tops

August 2019 Completed

16. Engage with local schools via social media September 2019 On-going

17. Engage with local youth groups via social media September 2019 On-going

18. Set a date for the next Steering Group meeting  October 2019 April 2020

19. Organise for parks to review dog bin at   Hendon 
Promenade

August 2019 December 
2019

20. Purchase wildflower seed and organise contractor to sow 
seed

September 2019 February 
2019

21. Have the access to the cliff top car park cleared up. October 2019 April 2020

22. Assess access to proposed Hendon LWS for maintenance. November 2019 April 2020
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23. Engage with Andy Old Nicol McConnell & Ward Cllrs via 
monthly update meetings or emails

Weekly/monthly On-going

24. Get a map of SAC & SPA April 2020 April 2020

25. Check Bye laws for dog walking on beaches in south 
Sunderland and Seaham

Completed

26. Organise to undertake a survey of professional dog 
walking companies in the area

February 2020 May 2020

27. Liaise with Ian Davidson regarding management plans for 
his farm to benefit wildlife

April 2020 May 2020

28. Set up fixed point photographs of Hendon Sidings and 
SAC

Twice yearly On-going

30. Monitor and where possible clean all the coastal 
interpretation panels along the ECP  

Twice yearly On-going

31. Visit housing sites in South Sunderland to understand 
access to the SANG provision

February 2020 March 2020

32. Set up community meetings with new residents to 
promote project

March 2020 June 2020

33. Work with BDW Homes regarding SANG creation, 
accessibility, signage and interpretation

February 2020 June 2020

34. Work with Siglion and housing developers in the creation 
of the SANG, accessibility, signage and interpretation

March 2020 May 2020

32. Look into an Interpretation Strategy for the project March 2020 May 2020
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Appendix 4 – Coast Steering Group

Members 13.3.18

Christina Taylor, Conservation Officer, RSPB North East and Cumbria
Claire Dewson, Ecologist, Sunderland City Council
Clare Rawcliffe, Ecologist, South Tyneside Council
Ian Graham, Coast Officer 
James MacLean, Northumbrian Water
Mark Dinning, Durham Wildlife Trust
Niall Benson, Heritage Coast 
Paula Hunt, Ryhope Ward Councillor and Ryhope CA Manager
Tom Charman, Lead Adviser - Land Management and Conservation, Natural England 
Gary Shears, Ecologist, Durham County Council

Receive minutes

Alex Maclachlan, Church Commissioners’ agent 
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Appendix 5 – Coast Ranger Job Description

Job Description

Job Title: Coastal Ranger

Salary Grade: Grade 5

SCP: 25 - 28

Job Family: Regulation and Technical 

Job Profile: RT 4A

Directorate: Commercial Services

Job Ref No:

Work Environment: Office and Site

Reports to: Conservation Team Leader

Number of Reports: None

Purpose:

To protect and enhance the coastal European sites; Northumbria Coast Special 
Protection Area (SPA) and Durham Coast Special Area of Conservation (SAC). To 
include monitoring of interest features as well as recreational activities taking place 
near and on the sites; deliver an interpretation and education strategy raising 
awareness of the sensitivity of the sites; implement Strategic Access Management 
Measures (SAMM’s) and management of Suitable Alternative Natural Greenspaces 
(SANG’s).

Key Responsibilities:

To set up a Steering Group with project partners and agree an annual work 
programme with quarterly reports. 
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To undertake and/or commission appropriate surveys to protect and support the 
conservation objectives of the SPA and SAC.
Monitor and analyse survey results to inform habitat management and a review of 
access management measures.

To rationalise, develop and promote appropriate access to the coast; control and 
reduce access to designated sites.

Undertake site management as necessary ranging from habitat to access 
management of designated sites and Suitable Alternative Natural Green space 
(SANG).

Undertake habitat creation measures to complement the conservation objectives of 
the SPA and SAC.

Assist with the production of interpretation material, the implementation and running 
of a project website and social media.

To procure all relevant, contracts, goods and services, using existing Council 
guidelines and procurement systems. 

To work together with project partners to establish and recruit a professionally run 
and managed volunteer service covering all aspects of the running of the project 
including: inducting new members, training and managing volunteers, establishing a 
volunteer base and producing necessary documentation and work programmes. 

To work with partners to prepare and implement an inclusive events programme 
including contacting specialists, artists, speakers etc; sourcing materials and goods, 
and arranging and writing publicity material and volunteer coverage.

To establish links with local schools, colleges and the university to develop an 
educational resource for all ages, including developing opportunities for a Citizen 
Science Project. 

To liaise with colleagues and other ranger services to establish a discussion forum 
and support network.  

To ensure adequate risk assessments and other Health and Safety requirements are 
in place and adhered to in relation to all aspects of the project.

To maintain accurate records and accounts and provide reports as required. 

Support the preparation of Bye-laws.

Ability to enforce bye-laws where appropriate.
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To be prepared to deal with demanding situations and challenging individuals and 
groups.

Finance, budgets and equipment

Manage budgets and resources, including the reimbursement of expenses, purchase 
of equipment and materials, consultant services, interpretation material and all other 
necessary services as required by the role.

Purchase and maintain all equipment required for the project and ensure storage in a 
safe and tidy condition – details to be agreed with the Council.

Health and safety

Comply with all relevant health and safety legislation with reference to the Council’s 
Health & Safety Policy and site/task risk assessments.

Ensure personal protective equipment is up-to-date (procuring replacements where 
needed), issued and used by all volunteers and relevant staff – details to be agreed 
with the Council.

Publicity

Undertake to raise awareness of the project by working with the Council and 
partners to develop appropriate leaflets and organise community events. Attend 
publicity events and write relevant materials that can be used by the marketing 
consultant and Council officers and Members.

Ensure information about the project is available online.

General

Abide by the Council’s procedures and policies.

Promote the Council wherever possible.

Undertake other duties and responsibilities as appropriate and consistent with the 
objectives of the post.

Be able to work out of normal office hours.

Created June 2016
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Appendix 6 – Images of Coast Project Delivery 2019

Grassland management – Ryhope Denemouth
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Hendon Art Seat Old Seat

Hendon New Seats
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Clean up – Hendon Beach & Promenade area
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New vehicle barriers – Hendon

Grassland management - Hendon 
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Big Watch Weekend – Hendon

Butterfly Walk 2019
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Wild Flower Walk 2019
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Beachwatch – Ryhope Village Beach
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Appendix 7 School photography Competition Winners
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Appendix 8 – Surveys Areas and Count Sectors (non-breeding bird surveys)
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